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Abstract 

 

   Let G be any connected graph of order n, X = { x1, x2, ..., xk} be an order set of 

vertices and y a vertex in G. The representation of y with respect to X is the 

ordered k-tuple r(v|X) = (d(y, x1), d(y, x2), ..., d(y, xk)), where d(u, v) represents the 

distance between the vertices u and v. X is called a local resolving set of G if 

every two adjacent vertices u and v in G satisfy r(u|X)   r(v|X). A minimum 

local resolving set for G is a local basis of G . A local dimension for G, diml(G), is 

the cardinality of vertices in a local basis for G. In this article, we study and 

determine general results of local metric dimensions of edge-corona of graphs.  
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1. Introduction 
 

   In this article, we assume connected, simple and finite graphs. The vertex set 

of graph G denote by V(G) and the edge set of graph G by )(GE . For the other 

references, we can see Chartrand et. al.[4].  
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   The lenght of the shortest path between x dan y is called the distance d(x, y) 

between two vertices x dan y in graph G. For an ordered set X = { x1, x2, ..., 

xk}V(G) of vertices, we use the ordered k-tuple r(u|X) = (d(u, x1), du, x2), ..., d(u, 

xk)) as the representation of u with respect to X. If every two adjacent vertices of 

G have distinct representations with respect to X then X is called as a local 

resolving set for G. A minimum local resolving set is a local basis for G. A local 

metric dimension for G, diml(G), is the number of vertices in a local basis for G. 

 

   One of the problems, when someone studies chemical structures of chemical 

compound is how to represent a chemical compound. Motivated by this problem, 

some research about metric dimension or local metric dimension of graphs related 

with terminology in chemistry like corona and amalgation have done. For 

example a research about metric dimensions of corona product graphs [5], metric 

dimensions of amalgamation graphs [8], local metric dimensions of graphs [2], 

and local metric dimensions of corona product graphs [3,6,7]. 

 

   This paper presents our study about local metric dimensions of edge-corona of 

graphs. Firstly, given some basic concept and notation in graphs . Two adjacent 

vertices )(, GVvu  will be denoted with u~v. For the set of neighbors of 

)(GVy that is open neighborhood of )(GVy and we use the notation  

}~|)({:)( yxGVxyNG  . The set }{)( yyNG  be called as the closed 

neighborhood of )(GVy . |)(| yNG  is the degree of vertex )(GVy . For set 

)(GVS  , open neighborhood of S, )(SNG  is union of all neighbors of Sy . 

The subgraph of G induced by S is denote by GS  . We use the notation  x  

if }{xS  . 

     

Definition 1. [1,9] Let G and H be any graph of order n1 and n2, and of degree m1 

and m2, respectively and Hi be the ith-copy of graph H. Edge-corona graph of G 

and H, denoted by GH , is a graph obtained from a copy-graph of G and m1 

copy-graphs of H, and joining every end-vertex of the ith-edge of G by an edge to a 

vertex in Hi such that every end-vertex of the ith-edge of G adjacent with all of 

vertex of Hi. 

 

Example 1. The following figure ilustrates an edge-corona of graph G = C4 and H 

= C3. 
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 Figure 1. C4C3 

 

 

   The set of vertices of G will denote by },...,,{)(
121 nxxxGV  and by iH      

))(),(( HEHV ii for the copy of H such that xi adjacent v for every iVv . 

Although edge-corona graph K2H and joint graph K2+H be isomorph, to 

determine general results of local dimensions of edge-corona product of graphs is 

used joint graph K1+H as their subgraphs. Here therefore, given definition of joint 

graph. The joint HG  is the graph obtained from a copy-graph of G and a 

copy-graph of H and joining ith-vertex of G by an edge to a vertex in of H such 

that every ith-vertex of G adjacent with all of vertex of H.   

 

 

2 Main results   
 

   General results of metric dimensions of edge-corona graphs will be present on 

this section. Started with a strictly case. If 
2nKH  then 22 2

 nKHK , and 

dim

(K2+H) = n2+1.  

 

Theorem 2. For any connected-graph which is not bipartite graph G of order n1 

≥ 3 with |E(G)| = m and any graph complement of complete graph 
2nKH  hold 

dim

(GH) = dim


(G). 

 

Proof. Let U be any local basis for graph G. Since U be any local resolving set for 

graph G, then every pair of adjacent vertices x, yG have distinct representation 

with respect U. In GH, representation of two adjacent vertices xG, yH with 

respect U are also different.Therefore,U is a local resolving set for GH. 
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   Suppose W be any local basis for graph GH with |||| UW  . Because graph 

H be an empty graph, if v
iVW  (H), for some i, every pair of verttices x, 

yGH where d(x,v) not the same as d(y,v) can also d(x,xi) different from d(y,xi). 

It means each vertex v
iVW  (H) can be replace by xi, i{1, 2,..., n2}. Let 'W  

be a set that its elemen can be obtained from elemen of W such that a vertex v is 

replaced by xi, i{1, 2,..., n2}. So, W’ be any local resolving set for graph G and 

|||'| WW  ||U = dim

(G).This is a contradiction. Thus, U be a local basis of 

GH.                                                            

 
   Following present is the main section of general results of local metric 

dimensions of edge-corona graph GH, where H be a non graph complement of 

complete graph.     

        

Theorem 3. For any connected graph which is not incomplete-bipartite graph G 

of order n1≥3 with |E(G)| = m, H be a non graph complement of complete graph 

and z is the vertex of K1. The assertion below hold. 

 

(i) If z is not elemen of any local basis of graph K1+H then  

)(dim)(dim 1 HKmHG    

(ii) If z is elemen of any local basis of graph K1+H then  

).1)((dim)(dim 1  HKmHG   

 

Proof. For n1 = 2, we have obtained that GH i .2 HK  We assume n1 ≥ 3. Let 

Wi be a local basis for ii Hx  and }{' iii xWW  . Because iH non-empty graph 

and d(u,xi) = d(v,xi), for two adjacent vertices u, v )( iHV then .' iW  Now we 

want to see that '
1


m

i

iWB


 be a local resolving set for GH, there is three cases 

about two adjacent vertices u and v.     

Case (1) )(, iHVvu  . Because the distance d(u,xi) not different with  d(v,xi), 

then ),(),(),(),(' yvdyvdyudyudWy HGHxHxHGi
ii

iiii
  .  

Case (2) ii xvHVu  ,)( . For ,,' ijWy j  we have  ),( yud HG 1+ ),( yvd HG  

Case (3) ji xvxu  , . For ,,' ijWy j  we have  ),( yud HG 2 = ),( yvd HG +1 

> 1 = ),( yvd HG .  

   So, B is a local resolving set of GH. 

   Furthermore we prove (1). If z is not elemen of any local basis of K1+H,  

then ii Wx  for every },...,1{ mi  and 

dim

(GH) )(dim|'|||

11

ii

m

i

l

m

i

i HxWB  


= m dim

(K1+H). 
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Now, we prove that dim

(GH)m dim


(K1+H). Let U be any local basis of 

GH  and .)( UHVU ii  Consider vu, belong to 
ii UHV )( and u adjacent v. 

Since no vertex 
iUUw  such that the distance d(u,w) not different with  

d(v,w),  then 


),( yudUy
ii Hxi   ),( yud

iHG ).,(),( yvdyvd
iii HxHG    

Hence, }{ ii xU   is a local resolving set of ii Hx  .Because
ix does not belong 

to any local basis of ii Hx  , we obtain that  

iiiii HxxUU  dim|}{|1||  imply iii HxU  dim|| .Thus,  

dim

(GH) = )(dim|'|||

11

ii

m

i

m

i

i HxWB  


 = m dim

(K1+H). 

It means, we have completed the proof of (i). 

   Now, we proof (ii). Since
ix belongs to any local basis of ii Hx  , we 

consider that },...,1{, miWv ii  . Consider SS  is a local basis for FH 

by |||| BS  . In this case, )(},...,1{ ii HVSSmi  satisfies |'||| ii WB  . 

Because no vertex w in
iSS   such that ),( wud  not the same as ),( wvd , for the 

pairs of adjacent vertices u, v )( iHV , so }{ ii xS  must be a local resolving set 

of ii Hx  . Thus 

 1||)(dim iii SHx 1|'| iW ).(dim|| iii HxW    

This is a contradiction. So, B is a local basis of GH, therefore  

dim

(GH) = )1)(dim)1)(dim|'||| 1

11

 


HKmHxWB ii

m

i

m

i

i   

We have completed the proof of (ii).            -                                              

   This result below is obtained as a direct concequence of Theorem 3. 

Corollary 4. For any connected graph which is not incomplete-bipartite-graph G 

of order n1 ≥ 3 by |E(G)| = m hold the assertion below. 

 

(i) If p ≥ 2 be an integer, then  








otherwisepm

graphstarabeGmp
KG p

,)1(

,
)(dim   

(ii) Let s and t be any integer. Then  

 






otherwisem

graphstarabeGm
KG ts

,

,2
)(dim ,  

(iii) For any integer p≥ 5, then 

     (a) 









4
)(dim

p
mCG p , if )4(1p  
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     (b) .
4

)(dim 









p
mPG p , if )4(1p  

(iv) If p ≥ 5 be any integer, then 









4
)(dim

p
mCG p  

Corollary 5. For any connected graph which is not incomplete-bipartite graph G 

of order n1 ≥ 3 with |E(G)| = m and any connected-graph H,  

).(dim)(dim HmHG    

Corollary 6. For any connected graph which is not incomplete-bipartite graph G 

of order n1≥3 with |E(G)| = m and any connected-graph H with diameter two, 

).(dim)(dim HmHG    

The Lemma below refers to [3,6]. 

 

Lemma 7. [3,6] Given a connected graph F with radius r(F) and z be a vertex of 

K1. If r(F) ≥ 4, then z is not elemen of any local basis of K1+F. 

   A direct consequence of Theorem 3(i) and Lemma 7 as the following. 

 

Theorem 8. For any connected graph which is not incomplete-bipartite graph G 

of order n1≥3 with |E(G)| = m and any connected graph H with radius r(H) ≥ 4,  

)(dim)(dim 1 HKmHG    

   The result below is another consequence of Theorem 3.   

 

Corollary 9. For any connected graph which is not incomplete-bipartite graph  

G of order n1 ≥ 3 with |E(G)| = m and any non graph complement of complete 

graph H of order n2, 

m   dim

(GH)   m(n2-1)  
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